Blame and Discrimination Attached to COVID-19 — An FAQ for US Elected Leaders and Health Officials

Updated April 16, 2020

What Is Social Stigma in the Context of a Disease Outbreak?

Stigma comes from an impulse to assign blame during an outbreak of contagious disease. People are trying to answer basic questions: "Where did this come from?" and "How is it spreading?" To understand and avoid illness, people create a mental distinction between "us" (the uninfected) and "them" (the infected). This may feel like a good first step toward safety. But it can present an inaccurate picture of health risk and reflect preexisting social differences and prejudices. A whole country or group of people may be singled out as the source of the problem—rather than the pathogen. This phenomenon is beginning to happen increasingly in the case of Chinese people and the 2019 novel coronavirus outbreak ("COVID-19").

Why Do People Tend to Blame “Outsiders” for Contagion?

Pointing a finger helps turn a mysterious illness into something that feels more familiar and more controllable. "Outsiders" are easy targets. People with a different national, ethnic, or religious background have historically been accused of spreading germs, regardless of what the science says. During the 2009 H1N1 epidemic, Mexicans and other Hispanic/Latinx people were feared and blamed by some for the movement of "swine flu" across the US-Mexico border. In the early 1980s, some people blamed Haitians for AIDS, despite the fact that the disease was spread via particular behaviors and not specific kinds of people. Typhoid Mary was vilified not just for infecting people through her cooking, but also for being a working-class Irish immigrant, a detested social group in her day.

In the case of COVID-19, China is an easy target. Evidence suggests that the outbreak first emerged in the country's Wuhan province. China was also the first country to take drastic social distancing measures and go through an epidemic peak, the images of which produced feelings of fear and uncertainty in the rest of the world. From February 2-4, 2020, we conducted a search of COVID-19-related tweets and found recurrent themes suggestive of xenophobia directed at China, Chinese people, and Chinese cultural practices. For instance, some tweets labeled COVID-19 as another "dangerous" Chinese import, declared that COVID-19 comes from "dirty" Chinese food culture, and other false allegations. The accounts producing these tweets ranged from small personal accounts to verified professional accounts with thousands of followers. Political leaders should understand that certain current xenophobic views in the US are in part rooted in American history, popular culture, and policies that view Asians as untrustworthy and Asian American people as not fully American—as seen in World War II, when Japanese Americans were forced into internment camps, and as recounted by Asian Americans about contemporary experiences of discrimination.

Why Is Stopping Stigma the Right Thing to Do Medically and Morally?

Historically, people in scapegoat groups are reluctant to seek medical care when they are symptomatic, putting themselves and others at greater risk. It would be particularly unfortunate in the case of COVID-19, because many of the people who are infected may only exhibit symptoms similar to the commonly treated flu. Hyper-vigilance about "others" due to fear, while understandable, wastes valuable mental energy. A far better investment is concentrating on protective behaviors, such as washing hands frequently; avoiding touching one's mouth, nose, and eyes; and sharing in a workplace ethic that supports people staying home when they are sick.

What Can Political and Health Leaders Do to Prevent Stigmatization of People of Asian Descent?

The challenge for the United States and the global community is to shun the blame game while meeting people's real desire to avoid contagion and feel secure. Leaders can acknowledge that self-protective behavior is normal and then clearly describe the epidemiologic basis of risk, suggest personal protective measures, and call for compassion toward those who are affected. Members of the public should seek guidance from their health authorities or physicians about the extent to which they should be personally worried about COVID-19.

US politicians and health authorities can take active steps to mitigate harmful stigmatization of people of Asian descent in their communities:

1. Model the behavior they want to see in the community: respect and a sense of security when interacting with members of Chinese American and the broader Asian American communities. Elected officials and health authorities should avail themselves of any genuine (ie, not staged) opportunity for meeting publicly with local leaders from Asian American populations. Authorities should encourage school administrators and teachers to support their Asian students, whether they are Asian American or international students, by proactively combating bullying and facilitating informed discussions on COVID-19.

2. Partner with Chinese American and other Asian American leaders in planning community mitigation measures and in monitoring discrimination. US political and health leaders should reach out to their Chinese American and Asian American constituents and reassure them that their interests are being served. Community leaders of Asian descent should be consulted on measures to mitigate the impact of COVID-19 and to ease the concerns of immigrants and travelers worried about unjust detainment due to suspicion of COVID-19 exposure or infection. Government officials should collaborate with community leaders in monitoring for cases of discrimination.
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3. Deliver public messages (like the ones below). Work to address people’s concerns about infection, give them scientific facts, and appeal to their compassionate nature.

**Being around people who look like they could be from China doesn’t mean you’ll get COVID-19.**

- COVID-19 is now in many countries, not just China. Travel to China is not a guarantee of coming into contact with COVID-19.
- Ways to protect yourself and others are to wash your hands frequently; avoid touching your mouth, nose, and eyes; cover your sneezes and coughs; wear a cloth mask when in public places (and wash it frequently); and if you’re sick, stay home.
- If you or someone you know does gets COVID-19, remember that the US healthcare system is ever increasing its capacity to treat COVID-19-related cases of pneumonia and that a majority of people infected with COVID-19 do not need to be hospitalized.

**All affected families deserve our compassion.**

- No one’s to blame; COVID-19 is a naturally occurring disease, and many varieties of coronaviruses regularly circulate among humans.
- Every one of us depends on others for support when dealing with an illness.
- Viruses don’t respect borders and don’t discriminate between different types of people; as COVID-19 continues to spread worldwide, any of us could get sick and need community support.

**Halting all travel to or from China will not stop the spread of COVID-19 to US communities.**

- Immigration policy, more broadly, is an ineffective mechanism for containing outbreaks of infectious disease.
- International, and even domestic, travel to any location now carries risks of coming into contact with COVID-19. Still, there are steps that each individual can take to decrease their personal risk of falling ill.
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